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easyChat is a set of AAC vocabularies available on Liberator’s Accent devices designed for 
individuals with complex communication needs. 

Developed in the UK by a large team of practising AAC professionals to meet the communication 
needs of individuals who use AAC devices and those supporting them. easyChat offers an 
extensive set of core and UK topic-based vocab pages that are fully customisable and intuitive. 
easyChat enables individuals to transition from app-based and low-tech communication 
solutions solutions to dedicated devices.

All easyChat vocabularies include a choice of keyboards with prediction, topic pages and 
computer access pages. easyChat offers an extensive set of core and UK topic-based vocab 
pages that are fully customisable and intuitive.

easyChat consists of five options: easyChat Phrases, easyChat Core, easyChat Words, easyChat 
Spell and easyChat Explore. Each vocabulary has a consistent layout, making it easier to 
support multiple clients or having clients transition between vocabularies with minimal 
support or support or relearning.

                       
                       easyChat Phrases is ideal for an individual 
                       starting off with AAC. The vocabulary is topic-
                       based and includes sentence starters allowing 
                       a PWUAAC to build simple sentences quickly 
                       and easily.

                                              easyChat Core is ideal for an individual that 
                       requires a symbol-based vocabulary with 
                       access to core vocabulary. It allows the 
                       PWUAAC to generate novel sentences quickly 
                       as well as giving access to topic vocabulary 
                       found in easyChat Phrases.
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easyChat Spell is ideal for literate individuals 
who prefer to spell. It is a keyboard-based 
communication system that offers spelling 
with word prediction and abbreviation 
expansion, with quick access to text-based 
core vocabulary and topic vocabulary found 
in in easyChat Phrases.

easyChat Words is ideal for literate individuals 
and is a text-based version of easyChat Core 
with quick access to core vocabulary. It allows 
the PWUAAC to generate novel sentences 
quickly as well as giving access to a choice of 
keyboards with word prediction and topic 
vvocabulary found in easyChat Phrases.

                       easyChat Explore is an assessment tool 
                       designed to help someone evaluate or teach 
                       easyChat Core, easyChat Phrases, easyChat 
                       Words and easyChat Spell. In particular 
                       easyChat Explore is designed to help those with 
                       more complex access methods such as eyegaze,
                                              head pointing (NuPoint) or switch access 

                       
                       The activities and games are designed to help 
                       you identify the most appropriate size and 
                       easyChat vocabulary for PWUAAC.

                       Complete communication made easy! 
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